PAIRIN Pathways is the most accurate career exploration tool. It matches your strengths, personal desires, education, experience, interests and transferable skills to career paths designed just for you.
What’s unique about PAIRIN Pathways?
PAIRIN Pathways is the first cross-industry career exploration tool that combines hard and soft skills with previous work history and interests to guide students to the experiences, skills and programs that will accelerate their success.

How does career exploration work with PAIRIN Pathways?
Detailed information is available for over 600 careers which can be filtered by personal preference, desired location, salary, education requirements, job tasks, opportunity rating and so much more. Students can even customize a résumé and generate job-opening-specific versions optimized to increase employer response rates.

Does PAIRIN Pathways help students develop toward their goals?
Yes! Detailed, graphical career mapping helps students develop both soft and hard skills while in certificate or degree programs. Insights, tips and personalized soft skills curriculum are also available to help students develop the skills they need to be successful in their chosen career pathway.

What is The PAIRIN Survey?
The PAIRIN Survey is the only soft skills assessment that measures more than 100 attributes. It is based on over 60 years of scientific research and takes less than 10 minutes on average.

Data and Integration Partners
- Credly
- Burning Glass
- O*NET
- PlayerLync
- Bureau of Labor and Statistics
- Workforce Data Initiative
- The Center For Data Science and Public Policy at the Univ. of Chicago

For more information... Visit PAIRIN.COM or email INFO@PAIRIN.COM.